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General:
Real time programmable with USB communication to PC using Windows 7, XP, Vista.
6 Sequential Fuel Outputs. Hardware fuel pulse resolution 0.25us. User tuning resolution 10us and 0.05%.
High resistance (> 6Ω) injectors only. Low resistance injectors can be used with standard Nissan ballast resistor.
6 Sequential Ignition Outputs. Hardware timing resolution 0.25us. User tuning resolution 0.1 degrees.

Auxiliary connector:
5 * Analog Inputs.   3 * Switch Inputs.
2 * Square wave frequency inputs. 2 * Generic auxiliary outputs.
1 * CAN communication bus.  1 * Internal MAP sensor signal output.

Knock Sensing: 
Dash light flashes when knock detected. Switches between front and rear bank sensors dependant on current firing 
cylinder for improved noise immunity. Ignition timing is not retarded or advanced by knock levels.

Data Logging:
Individual selectable log rates from 1 to 100 per second for over 45 data channels including boost control parameters,
crank and cam sensor diagnostic and knock level. Data memory runs in a loop. If memory is full the latest information is still 
available. Data log loop size example: 73 minutes at 10 logs per second for 6 channels.

Other factory outputs and inputs used:
Thermo fan control, tacho, boost control, air conditioner control, road speed sensor, throttle, air temp and coolant temp. 
3 stage fuel pump control user selectable between Nissan pump controller or switch to ground relay control. Closed loop
and open loop Idle motor control with air con clutch, power steer and thermo fan idle up inputs. Narrow band exhaust gas 
sensor closed loop fuel control selectable for 1 or 2 bank sensor configuration.

Trigger Sensors:
Choice of three configurations. Standard Nissan Cam Angle Sensor alone. 12 tooth crank with 1 tooth cam. Standard Nissan 
Cam Angle Sensor in combination with 36-2 crank teeth for improved timing accuracy.

Includes:
USB programming cable, software, on board MAP sensor hose connection, mounting screws, auxiliary connector with terminals
and instructions/diagrams. 1 Year warranty.

The N61 is a replacement circuit board for Nissan Skyline R32/33/34 GTR. Manual Transmission only. For racing use only.

Engine Protection:
Over boost fuel cut. Coolant high temperature rpm limiter. Oil low pressure rpm limiter with minimum oil pressure table. 

Analog inputs 1 & 2 may be configured for 2 wire temperature sensors. Auxiliary outputs are switch to ground 1 Amp 
maximum. Switch inputs typically used for boost control dash switch. 
Ethanol content and fuel temperature sensor can be directly connected as a square wave or analog signal type.  

Analog Inputs sampled at 4000Hz.    Calculations performed at 1500Hz.
On board 4 BAR MAP sensor.      On board data logging.
Field upgradable firmware.     Power supply: 6v to 22v. 0.4A operating current.

Additional 3D correction tables for Coolant and Inlet Air temp compensation for Fuel and Ignition. 
6 * 3D tables for open and closed loop boost control, transient fuel enrichment, engine starting enrichment,  
idle control ignition correction, individual cylinder fuel trim, injector voltage compensation and other tables. 
Tables have user selectable reference’s included ethanol content and fuel temperature.
Air Mass meters are not used as a tuning reference and can be removed.

Fuel table 1  32*32
Ignition table 1    32*32
Fuel Modifier 1   32*32
Fuel Modifier 2<>5 16*16
Ignition Modifier 1<>4 16*16

Table   Maximum Points

Tuning Tables:
All tables are 3D interpolated. Tables points can be changed, added or deleted at any time without re-tuning.


